
Mrs. Betler’s Packet #2 

Week 4:  

1. Edmentum Reading: 30 minutes (If you do not have internet to do this, read for 15 minutes in 
your AR book or in a magazine or something of your choice).  
   Edmentum Language: 30 Minutes (If you do not have internet to do this, respond to what you 
read in a standard paragraph format) Example: Opening  
sentence, 3 detail sentences, and a closing sentence (Total of 5 sentences).  
 
2. Review Quizlet Stem Words. Message your classmates and have them logon too, so you can 
compete against each other while playing. ☺  
 
3. Poetry Activity: Go outside and do a comparison of two things that are opposite and create a 
diamante poem. Remember, we did this in class. Please don’t use my example.  

 
Example:  
                 Sun                                                                                Noun (1) 

Hot, bright                                                              Adjective, adjective (1) 
Beaming, tanning, heating                                       Verb(ing), verb(ing), verb(ing) (1) 

Tan, pool, wishes, dreams                                       Noun (1), noun (1), noun (2), noun (2) 
Sleeping, shining, hiding                                          Verb(ing), verb(ing), verb(ing) (2) 

      Half, full                                                                  Adjective, adjective (2)  
                 Moon                                                                               Noun (2)        
 

Week 5:  

1. Edmentum Reading: 30 minutes (If you do not have internet to do this, read for 15 minutes in 
your AR book or in a magazine or something of your choice).  
   Edmentum Language: 30 Minutes (If you do not have internet to do this, respond to what you 
read in a standard paragraph format) Example: Opening  
sentence, 3 detail sentences, and a closing sentence (Total of 5 sentences).  
 
2. Review Quizlet Stem Words. Message your classmates and have them logon too, so you can 
compete against each other while playing. ☺  
 
3. Write a twisted tale. Create a list of questions (around 10-12) and interview someone in your 
house. Write a 100 word summary/story about this person; however twist the tale. Make it as 
funny as you can. Add as many sparkling words as you can. You do not have to do a rough draft. 
When you are finished, read it to your family after dinner.  
 
 
 
 


